A Gateway to the Top for Quantitative and Creative Talents

Princeton Master in Finance Degree

Apply Here by December 31

- Small class size (~30 per year)
- High faculty-student ratio
- 100% career placement
- Top alumni network
- Rigorous core program in Quantitative Finance & Economics
- Electives include Financial Data Analysis, Entrepreneurship, Macro & Monetary Economics, Machine Learning

"At Princeton I took electives ranging from parallel computation to data analysis and machine learning, exposing me to both cutting edge techniques and a rigorous education in mathematical finance. As a quant analyst at a fintech startup, I use these skills to produce innovative financial products."

"My rigorous training in mathematics and electrical engineering at the University of Texas at Austin provided solid foundations for the deep and rigorous approach at Princeton’s Bendheim Center of Finance. It opened my eyes, propelled my career opportunities and ultimately altered my life."

https://bcf.princeton.edu/